This page: ‘Bettina’, collaged from a magazine photograph of the mononymous French model of the 1940s and 50s, is surrounded by pieces from her ‘day’,
‘cocktail’ and ‘evening’ wardrobes. Opposite, top: the front and back covers of the ink-on-card programme that the teenage designer produced for his
collection flank paper doll number two, based on American model Suzy Parker. Bottom: Suzy’s wardrobe includes this luxurious coat, a design christened ‘Fornali’
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Yves Saint Laurent’s Paper Dolls MUSEE YVES SAINT LAURENT Paris
The sense of thrusting destiny is thrilling. Yves Saint Laurent
(1936-2008) came to his profession young, becoming Christian
Dior’s assistant in 1955 aged only 19, succeeding him on his death
in 1957 aged 21, and opening his own ground-breaking fashion
house in 1961 when he was 25. But the legendary couturier’s dazzling rise to fame also suggests tremendous clarity and continuity of purpose – what the French call de la suite dans les idées. In
1952, fuelled by a fascination with theatre and fashion, the then
16-year-old schoolboy produced a series of paper dolls by cutting out silhouettes of his favourite models from his mother’s
magazines (Vogue, Le Jardin des Modes, Paris-Match) and designed
for them a great many elegant outfits in paper decorated with ink,
gouache and watercolour. Playing at being couture clients, his
sisters, Michèle and Brigitte, picked their favourites.
This charming project had a centuries-old pedigree. In 18th-century France wooden dolls known
as poupées de mode dressed in the latest court
fashions were circulated in aristocratic circles
abroad. After the revolution, fashions were
publicised in French and English illustrated
journals instead. The first paper doll – a figure of a girl in her underwear with a series of
interchangeable outfits that was sold for a few
pence – appeared in late 18th-century England: a toy aimed at children and adult women alike, encouraging imitation, social
emulation and consumerism. Many more
followed all over the world.
Today Saint Laurent’s delicate paper
cut-outs are part of the treasure-trove of
thousands of garments, accessories and
designs in the collections of the Musée
YSL Paris. Wonderfully for Saint Laurent

aficionados, and doll lovers of all ages, the mannequins and their
outfits can all be viewed online, and it is even possible to interact
with them. One may pick a doll, put on a day dress called ‘Scotland
Yard’ or ‘Gipsie-Folies’ and then change into ‘Mandragore’ or
‘Mata-Hari’ for cocktails. There are witty prints featuring fishbones or pineapples, asymmetric necklines, sumptuous opera
cloaks, tiny ravishing jackets and corolla-like frocks. The styles
are a compendium of 1950s glamour and, beyond the odd drape
and furbelow, it is possible to discern the promise of the Saint
Laurent to come: the fluid, modern purity of line that would begin
with the ‘Trapeze’ collection he released for Dior in 1958 and continue with the many creations that followed under his own name.
The scope and completeness of the project transcend the
ephemeral nature of two-dimensional playthings: a wardrobe of
437 garments of day, cocktail and evening dresses and 105
accessories made up two ‘catwalk shows’, autumn-winter
1953 and 1954. Overarching all this was the imaginary house of Yves Mathieu Saint Laurent Haute
Couture, which the budding Oran-based designer
confidently located in Place Vendôme, Paris. The
programme that he designed to accompany his
‘shows’ lists suppliers, from textile manufacturers to shoes, hairstyles and make-up. Even at
this stage, Saint Laurent was serious, ready to
show to the public, buyers and journalists.
But then fashion is quite a serious business: with their delightfully light touch these
paper dolls illustrate what Audrey Hepburn said about the clothes designed for
her by Hubert de Givenchy – they offered
‘protection from evil’. YVES SAINT LAURENT’S
PAPER DOLLS can be explored at museeyslparis.
com $ MURIEL ZAGHA is an art critic and novelist
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THE MORGAN LIBRARY & MUSEUM. MS H.8, FOLS. 1V-2R. PHOTOGRAPHY BY GRAHAM S. HABER

Hours of Henry VIII THE MORGAN LIBRARY New York
It is unusual to get a surprise when looking through a Medieval
book of hours. These collections of texts, prayers and psalms
were created to steer their secular owners reliably through the
days and months of the liturgical year with its familiar round of
feasts and saints’ days. Click on to the calendar at the beginning
of the Hours of Henry VIII (c1500) on the Morgan Library’s website, however, and the past is so startlingly realised that it is like
a gust of fresh air in the face. Looking at the 12 compositions
depicting a year in the life of an estate, one can almost feel the
winter chill, catch the scent of spring flowers as they are woven
into garlands, hear the crackling of roasting pork. The calendar
appears in a book so lavishly illuminated that a legend grew up
that it once belonged to Henry VIII – hence its name – although
that was probably just a bit of 18th-century myth-making.
The French artist Jean Poyer gives such a vivid picture of the
house and its outbuildings in the remarkable calendar pages at the
beginning of the book that you feel you could draw a plan. The
annual cycle begins in January, with heavy flakes of snow tumbling through the air as a servant carries another armful of logs
into the hall. We see a cross-section; within the house the master
sits at his table finishing a meal, while his wife warms her hands
at a blazing fire behind him. By February the weather has not improved: there’s the master again, this time raising his fur-lined
robe to toast his bottom at the fire, eyeing his servant, who stag-

gers in under the weight of two vast pewter flagons. March brings
pruning, when the vines are trimmed and tied to the grape arbour: those boys know how to handle a billhook. The spring
months are ones of relaxation and dalliance, when lovers pick
flowers and disappear together into the woods on the pretext of
gathering leafy branches. Summer labour in hot, dusty fields
comes and goes, and soon it is time to tread grapes in enormous
wooden vats and to fatten the pigs for slaughter by driving them
into the forest to feast on acorns. All is in place for Christmas feasting; the seasons have come full circle and it is time to begin again.
Delicate and exceptionally sensitive to light, watercolours can
rarely be exhibited. One of the most regrettable casualties of cultural life this year is the V&A’s long-planned exhibition Renaissance
Watercolours: from Dürer to Van Dyck, which was to have brought
many exquisite books of hours, natural-history drawings and
early landscapes to South Kensington. So it is especially welcome
that the Morgan Library has made its greatest illuminated manuscripts available online, with high-resolution images that allow
you to zoom right in. And because the watercolours of the Hours
of Henry VIII have always been bound in a book, their pigments
have not faded but ping out smartly from the screen, as bright
today as when Poyer laid down his brush. THE HOURS OF HENRY VIII
can be explored at themorgan.org $ SUSAN OWENS is a writer and
curator, and the author of ‘The Ghost: A Cultural History’ (Tate)

Top: the calendar pages for February and March in Jean Poyer’s illuminated Hours of Henry VIII, France, Tours, c1500, 25.6 18cm. Above the list of liturgical
feasts for each month and a vignette of the relevant sign of the zodiac – here, Pisces and Aries – are depicted scenes of labour commonly undertaken at that time
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ALL IMAGES: © CARNEGIE MUSEUM OF ART, CHARLES ‘TEENIE’ HARRIS ARCHIVE. HEINZ FAMILY FUND

Teenie Harris Archive CARNEGIE MUSEUM OF ART Pittsburgh
It is hard to overstate how much day-to-day life in America altered between 1930 and
1970, especially for its African-American community. The Great Depression, World
War II and, particularly, the civil-rights movement wrought change at every level.
I single out those decades because they were the ones in which Charles ‘Teenie’
Harris was working as a photographer for the Pittsburgh Courier (1935-1975 to be precise, though he had a studio in the Hill District of the city earlier than that) and because the pictures he took of that time are thrillingly potent, sucking you right back.
Harris, who died in 1998 at the age of 90, was nicknamed Teenie by a cousin, though
he was better known locally as ‘One Shot’ for his confidence with a camera, able to
obtain exactly the picture he needed in one take, when other photographers hedged
their bets with half a dozen – none other than the city mayor christened him so.
In January, Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Museum of Art gave Harris his own dedicated
room, having purchased his entire archive of more than 70,000 negatives in 2001.
They began digitising it in 2003, and thus far 60,000 images have been added to a
searchable section of their website. The archive also contains some 16mm homemovie footage that Harris spliced with newsreels and cartoons, mostly from the
1940s. In content, the photographs are wide-ranging and teem with gorgeous period
detail, such as shop signage, fashion and mid-century technology. Harris especially
loved cars (before he took up photography, his listing in the Pittsburgh phone directory read ‘chauffeur’) and so Buicks, Chryslers, Duesenbergs and the like often feature, lit as carefully as any human portrait.
Vehicles may seem a frivolous thing to be photographing at the height of civil rights,
but it’s interesting to read on the website that, for many African-Americans, cars were
then a potent symbol of freedom. ‘Despite all the racial discrimination of the era, we
were still going places, and cars were helping us get there,’ writes Atlantic journalist
Brentin Mock, who is himself from Pittsburgh. Politics is incontestably present,
though, in Harris’s photographs of, for example, men and women gathering at Freedom
Corner for the 1963 March on Washington and the 1968 riots in Hill District sparked
by Martin Luther King’s assassination. His position at the Courier, then one of the
nation’s leading black newspapers, gave him access to figures such as John F. Kennedy
and Dwight Eisenhower (not to mention Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong).
Even so, it is the photographs Harris took of his friends and neighbours in Hill
District and Homewood – at music performances or having their hair cut, at Little
League games or taking their Sunday stroll – that viewers seem to cherish most. In
them, hardly anything seems to be happening at all, and yet we now know just how
much really was. THE TEENIE HARRIS ARCHIVE can be explored at cmoa.org $ LUCY DAVIES
writes on art and photography for the ‘Telegraph’
From top: a woman models a hairstyle, c1930-50; draughts players in front of Babe’s Place, Pittsburgh,
June 1949; three-month-old Tony Williams stands on the hand of his mother, Gloria, in their home
in Bedford Dwellings, Hill District, 1961; Charles ‘Teenie’ Harris self-portrait in Harris Studio, c1940
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1 Face time – Gerhard
Richter, Betty, 1977,
at the Met Breuer.
2 The bee’s knees –
Cranach the Elder,
Cupid Complaining to
Venus, c1526-27,
at Compton Verney.
3 Linked in – Johanna
Unzueta, Related
to Myself, 2019-20,
at Modern Art Oxford.
4 Timber lines – Ron
Sandford, Abandoned
Junk Yard, Little Hong
Kong, c1995, at Fine
Art Society Edinburgh.

2

AMANDA WILKINSON

amandawilkinsongallery.com

Let’s face it, not all art is best appreciated on a
screen, but video and film are well suited to
home viewing (some galleries will ask you to
email them or sign up to a mailing list for access). The four-month programme here includes work by Joan Jonas and Derek Jarman.
ARTANGEL artangel.org.uk/project/here-for-life In filmmaker Andrea Luka Zimmerman and theatre
director Adrian Jackson’s rambling but revelatory part-documentary, part-composition, a
community garden becomes a stage for drama
workshops, rehearsals and a final performance
by a group of marginalised Londoners. Buy or
stream the film, or visit thecutroom.uk to create a video of your own by splicing fragments
of the footage together.
BEN HUNTER GALLERY benhunter.gallery Earth works:
installation views of archaeological artefacts,
utilitarian objects and sculptures in terracotta,
arranged in the spare interiors of Blue Mountain School (WoI Sept 2018).
BRITISH LIBRARY bl.uk/maps/articles/european-globesof-the-17th-and-18th-centuries Spheres of influ-

3

4

5 Subject to reticule
– Haudenosaunee
beaded bag, early
19th-century, at John
Molloy. 6 Isolated
incident – Zoya
Cherkassky, A Girl at
the Window, 2020,
at Fort Gansevoort.
7 Transfer deed –
Paul Scott, Scott’s
Cumbrian Blue(s),
Bridge Bridgeless
Garden, 2019, at
Wilding Cran Gallery

Raphaelites, but extending to contemporary
artists, this handsome affair originally mounted in Newcastle explores the ornate interior as
gilded prisons for female subjects.
HAMILTONS hamiltonsgallery.com Revered magazine photographer Hiro’s sumptuous studies
in colour and movement capture fighting fish
and game fowl in dance-like combat.
HAUSER & WIRTH hauserwirth.com Lines online:
drawings by Louise Bourgeois, George Condo
and Rashid Johnson are among the offerings
on the new ‘Dispatches’ platform.
HdM GALLERY hdmgallery.com Ink paintings by
Chinese modern master T’ang Haywen.

COOPER HEWITT, SMITHSONIAN DESIGN MUSEUM

JANE ROBERTS FINE ARTS janerobertsfinearts.com

cooperhewitt.org Virtual exhibitions include a

Register via the website to view Belle Epoque
artist Jacques-Emile Blanche’s catalogue raisonné. The texts are in French, but Blanche’s
lushly painted, psychologically penetrating
portraits, modelled on Gainsborough as much
as Manet and Sargent, require no translation.
JEU DE PAUME espacevirtuel.jeudepaume.org This
far-sighted Paris photo museum has hosted
a digital project space since 2007. On now:
Lauren Huret and Fragmentin collective’s realtime fusion of the most-watched videos on a
certain content-sharing site.

FINE ART SOCIETY EDINBURGH

fasedinburgh.com

Ron Sandford’s marine-engineer father used
to bring his old blueprints home to
serve as tablecloths; their delicate traceries were, the artist
says, ‘soaked up with my
porridge’. His depictions
of life on two tiny islands
(Lamma, Hong Kong,
and Yell, Shetland) find
architectural detail everywhere: in bird cages,
boat hulls, crab shells.
6

instagram.com/fondazioneprada

Ongoing installations include a 1,700-piece
wunderkammer of Chinese export porcelain,
while Francesco Vezzoli’s digital project uses
Instagram polling to conduct a survey of our
attitudes to love and desire.
FORT GANSEVOORT fortgansevoort.com In 19 new
paintings on paper made in confinement, Zoya
Cherkassky time-travels to Jewish communities in eastern Europe pre-World War II. You
can also (virtually) turn the pages of the Tel
Aviv-based artist’s haggadah Passover text, with
its Malevich-inspired illustrations in a dramatic palette of black, red and gold.
FRANCIS GALLERY francisgallery.co Among arrangements of Korean furniture and ceramics, this
serene space in Bath shows meditative, methodical pencil-grid canvases and elegant foldedpaper reliefs by WoI’s Liam Stevens.
GOODMAN GALLERY goodman-gallery.com Recent
work by Shirin Neshat: hand-annotated portraits by a fictional exiled Iranian photographer, and two new video installations with
dream-like imagery and political bite.

ence: spin a selection of fragile historic globes
thanks to a 3D digitisation project.
BROOKE BENINGTON brookebenington.com An online two-hander – silver-gelatin prints in asymmetric panels by Glasgow artist Jack Brindley,
and Mexico City-based Yeni Mao’s suspended
sculptures made of leather straps, cord and
copper pipe – exploring the inevitable decay
in even the most ordered universe.
COMPTON VERNEY comptonverney.org.uk In an 18minute video tour of this show celebrating
Lucas Cranach’s art and influence, the German
innovator’s sinuous pale nudes, exquisite landscapes and spectacular woodcuts are met with
responses by contemporary artists including
John Currin and Raqib Shaw.
luxuriant survey of floral imagery in design,
with Chelsea porcelain, Tiffany’s enamelledorchid jewels and Walter Crane illustrations.
DANIELLE ARNAUD daniellearnaud.com The highlight of a six-week film and video screening is,
in late May, Suky Best’s mesmerising animation The Sea House (2014), in which waves wash
into photographs of historic interiors.

5

FONDAZIONE PRADA

cityoflondon.gov.uk/enchanted Heavy on the Orientalists and the Pre-

GUILDHALL ART GALLERY

JOHN MOLLOY GALLERY johnmolloyga-

llery.com Marrying Victorian

fashions with traditional
motifs (animals, medicinal
plants, celestial bodies),
these 19th-century beaded bags were handmade
by Haudenosaunee women for the Niagara Falls
tourist trade.
7
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LENBACHHAUS MUNICH lenbachhaus.de Manurefacturing industry: cow dung is one of many
(metaphorically and literally) potent found
objects that Indian artist Sheela Gowda incorporates into her sprawling installations, which
explore working conditions, production cycles, rural traditions and urban infrastructure.
Visit this site for films, audio files and a downloadable artist’s book.
LYNDSEY INGRAM lyndseyingram.com Suzy Murphy’s rapid oils of distant shores are succeeded
in the virtual exhibition programme by Sarah
Graham’s giant botanical paintings.
MESSUMS ONLINE messumswiltshire.com Polar attraction: a single-owner collection of 20thcentury Inuit carvings and an array of wall
hangings from the Canadian Arctic. Plus, textiles by postwar British women designers.
THE MET BREUER metmuseum.org To coincide with
the museum’s monumental, 100-work survey
of Gerhard Richter’s six-decade career, they’re
streaming a feature-length 2011 documentary
observing the great German artist at work in
his Cologne studio.
MODERN ART OXFORD modernartoxford.org.uk Felt
sculptures, garments and Spirograph-style
drawings figure in Johanna Unzueta’s investigations into repetitive, mechanised movement, craft and the value of labour.

moncrieff-bray.com/
artists/john-hitchens-online-exhibition A new San-

MONCRIEFF-BRAY GALLERY

som & Company monograph shows how John
Hitchens’s figurative depictions of the South
Downs landscape of his childhood evolved
into an abstract practice, with a language of
lines, circles and patterns reminiscent of Aboriginal Australian art. This site offers views of
a Southampton retrospective.
MUSEE DES BEAUX ARTS DE LYON mba-lyon.fr The
bloodshot eyes of Géricault’s insane woman,
the cigarette stubs in Foujita’s ashtray and the
tiny figures of gondoliers on Bellotto’s Grand
Canal emerge in staggering detail in gigapixel
images of 50 of the museum’s masterpieces.
nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/
picture-of-the-month Crop’s top: Van Gogh’s glo-

NATIONAL GALLERY

rious Wheatfield with Cypresses is the gallery’s
picture of the month, until 1 June.Visit the site
for a 60-second potted history and zoomable imagery.
NICOLETTI CONTEMPORARY nicolettidigital.

com A computer-generated space hosts

a virtual environment by Chris
Dorland that grapples with superstitions and conspiracy theories
about the (often missing) 13th floor
of multi-storey buildings.
PACE LONDON pacegallery.com Even online,
James Turrell’s glowing portals have a
perception-altering power.
PANGOLIN LONDON pangolinlondon.com A second chance to see rare prints by sculptor
Geoffrey Clarke (1924-2014).

THE QUEEN’S HOUSE, GREENWICH rmg.co.uk/queens-

house Pearls of wisdom: dive into the rich symbolism of the three surviving versions of Elizabeth I’s ‘Armada’ portrait – put on display
together here for the first time earlier this year
– in a series of short films.
RICHARD SALTOUN GALLERY

richardsaltoun.com

Witty, subversive works in performance, photography, photocopy and collage by feminist
artists Renate Bertlmann, Helen Chadwick,
Rose English and Penny Slinger.
RWA rwa.org.uk Struggling with wanderlust?
Join Wilhelmina Barns-Graham on her travels through Italy, Spain, Switzerland and the
Orkneys via an online show of her paintings.
SID MOTION GALLERY sidmotiongallery.co.uk Measure for measure: taking its title from a Larkin
poem, Joseph Goody’s ‘How Distant’ presents
paintings made not with brushes but with
studio detritus – bits of Perspex, paint-tin lids,
wood offcuts – to explore the length, breadth
or shape of the space between things.
SIGNS & SYMBOLS signsandsymbols.art Support
this New York start-up dedicated to work in
performance and time-based media by visiting its new online shop. Buy a unique postcard,
to be mailed to you by the artist, or splash out
on a $500 ‘ephemeral experience’.

1 Floor show – Dale
Chihuly, Jerusalem,
1999, at Sims Reed.
2 Ruff going – Michiel
Jansz van Miereveld,
Portrait of a Woman,
1625, at the Musée
des Beaux-Ar ts
de Lyon. 3 Cupboard
love – Albert Moore,
Pomegranates, 1866,
at Guildhall Art Gallery.
4 In the round – Willem
Janszoon Blaeu,
celestial globe, 1602,
at the British Library.

2

SILAS VON MORISSE GALLERY silasvonmorisse.com

Sophie Benini’s ‘narrative embroideries’ made
of silk threads, organza and pearls.
SIMS REED gallery.simsreed.com Like working in
glass, drawing ‘is a fluid process’, says Dale
Chihuly. His trademark love of wild colour is
on view in 29 prints and works on paper.
SPERONE WESTWATER speronewestwater.com Mud
paintings, flint sculptures and text works by
Richard Long; no arid conceptual exercise,
he says, but ‘real stones, real time, real actions’
(seen only virtually for now).

3

TALBOT RICE GALLERY trg.ed.ac.uk/project/Jack-Hand-

scombe In a new downloadable publication,
Jack Handscombe has spliced pairs of found
and original photographs, to aesthetically
pleasing, puzzling and humorous effect.
TATE tate.org.uk Join a curator-led tour of the
Warhol or Aubrey Beardsley retrospectives
– or search for ‘MixTate’ to listen to weird and
wonderful playlists created in response
to a work in the collection.
WHITNEY MUSEUM whitney.org/artport Notso-real estate: in this dedicated space
for internet art, Sam Lavigne and
Tega Brain’s New York Apartment
(2020) advertises a single 65,000bedroom flat for sale. In fact, it’s an
ever-changing compilation of genuine
online property-listings.
WILDING CRAN GALLERY wildingcran.com Fran
Siegel’s stitched and collaged fabric-andpaper tapestries encounter the reconfigured antique tableware of Cumbrian
ceramicist Paul Scott $

4

5
5 Flower show –
Paxton’s Magazine
of Botany, Vol.12,
1834, at Cooper
Hewitt. 6 Square
dance – Wilhelmina
Barns-Graham,
Warbeth 7, 1985,
at the RWA. 7 Idol
moment – Cypriot
goddess figure,
seventh-century
BC, at Ben Hunter
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